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Background

User wants to conduct a simulation:

Opens terminal,

Stays in local shell or connects via SSH to cluster,

Sets the environment,

Executes all needed commands, probably multiple times with different 
parameters,

Saves files,

Exits.

Users wants to conduct the same experiment again, so he/she has to 
repeat all command from memory,

Or write script,

Or find script on the Internet or elsewhere and then make necessary 
changes,

Or...?
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Creating the script

Approaches:

start from scratch,

use base – bash history?

Tools/helpers:

Templates,

Bash history,

Guides,

List of needed commands,

Things to consider:

Language: Bash, Python

Program arguments and variables,

Validation?

Environment,

Special requirements: PBS directives, different filesystems, …
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Why not Bash history?

pwdd                         # misspelled

pwd                          # not important

cd experiment                # does not change data

ls                           # not important

experiment.exe input.txt 1   # ok

experiment.exe input.txt 1   # again?

echo “10” > input.txt        # ok

experiment.exe input.txt 1   # input changed?

experiment.exe input.txt 2   # different argumetn?

Problems: repetitions, constants, misspelled commands, no 
validation
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Proposed solution

Track users actions: executed programs and opened files and using 
connections between them autocratically create optimized scripts.

Transparently track users interactions with the system,

Provide analytic tools,

Be simple for beginners but provide advanced for demanding users,

Apply special validation or analysis: PBS directives, I/O characteristic, ...

Targeted audience: users without programming knowledge,

Users who can create scripts by themselves can still take advantage of 
analytical parts of this tool or use output as base for improvements.
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Concept

Concept is based on idea of “data flow” – logical chain of files and 
processes connected by data reads and writes,

Flow starts on input file and goes through intermediate programs and files 
while finally ending on final output file(s),

Following this chain backwards recreates the “workflow” executed by 
user,

Can be used for automatic parallelization!
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Architecture of Proof-of-Concept
implementation, modules

Tracer
data fathering
Parser

parsing and filtering
Analyser

text analysis
Visualizer

graphical analysis
Generator

script generation
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Tracer

Transparent!

Saves shell history, environment, system calls and additional meta data,

Uses standard system packages: GNU Bash and strace,

Sits between shell and system...

… not between shell and user.
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Example tracing session
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Parser

Parses files generated by tracer

Generates Internal 
Representation,

In open, standard, text, format,

Provides simple statistics,

Can be used on different machines 
than the Tracer

lines_read : 4284

totall_syscalls : 4179

% syscalls : 97.54

handled_calls : 4179

unhandled_calls : 0

% handled : 100.0

==============================

2446       : write

567        : open

539        : read

466        : close

33         : fcntl

29         : dup2

28         : clone

18         : pipe

18         : execve

17         : socket

16         : unlink

1          : chdir

1          : dup
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Analyser and Visualizer

Uses IR for text and graphical presentation of gathered data,

Does not modify IR,

Can be used to present data about:

File and process relations,

Read and write operations,

Missing files,

Processes executed explicitly and implicitly,

I/O characteristics,

And more...

Can be used for debugging.
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Analyser – text analysis example

[32276] ridft [r: 260499 B (in 144 op),

w: 65551 B (in 1584 op)]

ridft.log [bytes: 15324;

op: 389;

flags: O_WRONLY|O_CREAT|O_TRUNC]

control [bytes: 240781;

op: 845;

flags: O_RDWR|O_CREAT]

coord [bytes: 1434;

op: 2;

flags: O_RDWR|O_CREAT]

...
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Visualizer – graphical analysis 
example
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Script generator

Can create three types of scipts:

Simple executable scripts,

Scripts with PBS directives (based on gathered data)

Scripts that “create other scripts”, e.x. script that first asks about input 
parameters and then create multiple executable scripts with different 
parameters and proper PBS directives.

Can create scripts in any language (currently Bash only)

Parameter sweep should be executed using best possible solution like 
multiple executables or “array jobs”, etc.

In addition to recreating users “workflow” it can add standard checks like 
checking for presence of input file or argument type validation,

Can perform automatic parallelization!.
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Script generator example

[0] /mnt/auto/people/plgmgolik/turbomole1/ridft.log

[1] /mnt/auto/people/plgmgolik/turbomole1/control

...

Please provide number of targeted file [7]: 0

Generating backtrace from file [0] 
/mnt/auto/people/plgmgolik/turbomole1/ridft.log

--- SCRIPT START ---

#!/bin/bash

ridft > ridft.log 2>&1

if [[ $? -ne 0 ]]; then

echo 'Command ridft exited with error';

exit 2;

fi

--- SCRIPT END ---
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Script with additional validation

#!/bin/bash

if [[ ! -f water.xyz ]]; then

echo 'File [water.xyz] not found!';

exit 1;

fi

x2t water.xyz >coord 2>preparation.txt

if [[ $? -ne 0 ]]; then

echo 'Command x2t exited with error';

exit 2;

fi

...
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Automatic parallelization

F1, F3, F4, F5 (circles) – files

P1, P2, P3 (rectangles) – processes

F1->P1->P3 data flow can run in parallel

to F3->P2->F4

P3 has to wait for F2 and F4

- P1 and P2 has to exit (successfully)
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Embracing social aspect

Idea similar to highly popular “Docker” platform.

Allow users to create “common usage” scripts,

Users can learn new software by looking for it's common usage script in 
database,

Everyone can “fork” the script and share the improved version,

Can also possibly be used for sharing input data and results...
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Development focus

Finalizing and releasing of specification of IR format and protocols.

Better heuristics,

Graphical tools for “data flow” manipulation and parameter matching,

Social platform and/or additional simple utilities for data sharing, etc,

Non bash version,

System wide tracing?
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Summary

Designed tools can aid users in writing scripts,

Additionally providing some useful routines like 
input validation and automatic parallelization,

Can help understand what program is doing  
(“strace on steroids”),

Can help optimize I/O usage,

Can help using PBS system comfortably,

Can apply special site specific optimizations.

SVN:    mg.grid.cyf-kr.edu.pl/svn/monkey

email:  m.golik@cyfronet.pl


